MIZORAM POLICE PRESS STATEMENT

No. POL/PR/2017/124(A)
Dated Aizawl the 6th Nov. 2018.

To conduct free and fair election in the State, Security forces like Central Armed Police Forces/ State Armed Police (CAPF/SAP) are requisitioned from outside states to meet our force requirement in Mizoram and are to be utilized for guarding EVM Strong rooms, Counting Hall Security, Expenditure monitoring teams, Critical Polling stations security, etc as per the Election commission guidelines. So, the stated forces are being inducted and to be inducted urgently in Mizoram. Therefore, general public are requested to cooperate with Mizoram Police and not to make any troubles for the induction of these forces as they are meant for the Electoral processes only.

ISSUED BY PUBLIC RELATION OFFICER, MIZORAM POLICE